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Jaguar Spur sets a new Scarborough track record of 1:55.3 in the 1989 Presidents Pace. Driver, Dick Stielings and
owner, Roy Davis are presented the trophy by Mike Marcello, Publicity and Rick Kane, Race Secretary.

JAGUAR SPUR SETS TRACK RECORD IN PRESIDENTS PACE AT SCARBOROUGH
Jaguar Spur ( Albatross-J.D.’s Bret)
held a wire-to-wire triumph en route to
setting a track and race record in the
eleventh edition of the President’s Pace,
held at Scarborough Downs on Sunday
afternoon, Sept. 3rd. Driven by Dick
Stillings, Jaguar Spur withstood a
furious late challenge by Yves Filion and
Runnymede Lobell to shave three-fifths
of a second off Antoine’s track record.
The contour of the race was changed
before the start as Walter Case, Jr.’s
Eddie The Quick, who had been expected
to provide the early speed in the mile,
broke badly behind the gate and never
got into the race, pulling up before the
eighth pole with what was diagnosed
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unofficially as a broken coffin bone.
Meanwhile, Jaguar Spur had grabbed the
lead after Filion decided to gather back
towards the rail in second. Kinda Smooth
N, Automatically, and Prince Ebony
came away third, fourth, and fifth in post
parade order past the quarter pole in a
moderate 29.1.
Jaguar Spur picked up the pace slight
ly to the half, opening up two lengths to
the mark in 58.3, and maintained a
comfortable two length’s margin past
three quarters in 1:27.2. Runnymede
Lobell. despite the soft fractions, did not
close to within two lengths of the
frontrunner until midway around the
final turn. Once urged by Filion,

however, the star four-year-oid pacer
powered into contention, closing to
within a length of Jaguar Spur and
progressively gaining ground in the
stretch. Filion timed his move just too
late, however, and Jaguar Spur clung to
a nose margin under the wire in 1:55.3.
Automatically, driven by Bruce Ranger,
edged past Steve Quinn’s Kinda Smooth
N in mid-stretch to take third, though
neither they nor fifth-place finishers
Prince Ebony ever seriously contested
the frontrunners. The 57 second final half
ranked as the fastest closing half ever
paced at the Downs, and the 28.1 last
quarter sizzled the oval. Jaguar Spur
returned $5.40 to win, while the 1-2
exacta paid a handsome $11.20. The

sub-2:00 mile was the fifty-sixth of the
Downs season.
The co-featured top-class winnersover pace was captured by Jim Hardy
and Laser Throckmorton, who paced
wire-to-wire in 1:591, holding off a
determined charge by Leigh Fitch and
Sinamon’s Son in the stretch, while Doc
Pease’s Bret’s Caliber, handled by Dave
Ingraham, scored a sharp wire-to-wire
1:58.4 triumph in the other winners-over
co-feature. The total handle for the day
stood at a more than respectable
$374,101, comparable to the 1988 total of
$405,405, considering that five of the
races on the card, including the Presi
dent’s Pace, lacked a trifecta.
By K.C. JOHNSON

IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
1 — Windsor Fair closer
4 — Me. Breeders Stakes (2 & 3 yr olds) at Scarborough Downs - 4 days.
9 — Breeders Sale - 10:30 a.m. - Scarborough Downs.
14 — Bucky Day Memorial Pace - Rochester Fair.
15 — Ted Langdell Memorial Pace - Rochester Fair.
17 — “ Best Horse In Maine Pace” - Scarborough Downs
17 — Bert Beckwith Memorial and J. Fred Hart Memorial - Rochester Fair
17 — Garden State - Fall Classic Yearling Sale - The Meadowlands.
17 — Tri-Fair Classic - Farmington (three days)
18 — Jesse Brown Memorial Pace - Rochester Fair
19 — Catherine Hussey Memorial - All Women Drivers - Rochester Fair.
20 — Frank Osgood Memorial Trot - Rochester Fair.
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20 — Me. Breeders Stakes - Three Year Olds (three days) - Farmington.
21 — Little Brown Jug - Delaware, Ohio
21 — Buddy Reed Memorial Pace - Rochester Fair
22 — Me. Breeders Stakes - Two Year Old Finals (2 days) - Scarborough
22 — First Lady Pace & Gov. Trophy Pace - Rochester Fair
23 — Scarborough Downs closer.
24 — Tri-Fair Classic - Cumberland (three days)
26 — Kentucky Standardbred Select Sale - Lexington, Ky. (four days)
27 — Me. Breeders Stakes - Three Year Olds - (three days) - Cumberland
28 — Royal Stallion Stakes - Three Year Old Trots - Saratoga
29 — Royal Stallion Stakes - Two Year Old Pacing Colts & Fillies - Saratoga
30 — Royal Stallion Stakes - Three Year Old Pacing Colts & Fillies - Saratoga
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It Pays To Advertise!
Call today to reserve space . Our rates are
the m ost reasonable in the entire industry.
Jean Em erson, Editor - Tel. 207-282-9295
Serving the Standardbred Sport in New England
Drill team members line up in orderly fashion previous to performing.
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S.P.H.O. Drill Team At Attitash
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BY ROBYN CUFFEY
The Maine Standardbred Pleasure participated were Lin-Mar Buddy
Horse Drill Team did a great job at the (Linda Akmon), J e fs No Ka Oi
Equine Festival in Bartlett, N.H. (Michelle McNurney), Lib’s Jim Dandy
August 19. Performing just before the (An Libby), Bonnie Lad (Brenda
main jumping event for the day, the Bryant), Meadowbranch Adam (Jane
announcer gave some background about Littlefield), Please Hear Me (Nancy
the breed and the Pleasure Horse Johnsen), Kimberly Blaze (Robyn Cuf
organization while they warmed up and fey), and Contessa Teresa (Karen Bon
then went through their routine with a nell). The Me. SPHO would like to thank
musical accompaniment. The horses the M.S.B.O.A. for sponsoring the trip.
were steady and obedient and the ride It was very much appreciated.
went without a hitch as they did
The drill team will be performing
serpentines, “ thread the needle,” in Sept. 9 in Winthrop at a Foster Family
tertwining circles and the like.
Weekend Campout and then watch for
The h o r s e s and r id e r s that them Sept. 30 at the Cumberland Fair.

SPECS.
(l.T x 10")
(6-1/2" x 10')
(6-1/2" x 5")
(3-1/4" x 5")
(1-1/2" x 5")

COLOR
+$50.00
+$30.00
+$20.00
+$10.00
+$5.00

HIJACK & W HITE

$250.00
$125.00
$05.00
$35.00
$15.00

Jean Emerson, Editor, Iloom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072
Summer Tel. 207/282-9295
Winter Tel. 305/971-4807

Change Of Address Form
lYour Name:

A ttention B usinessm en!

THE 1989 MSBOA
YEARBOOK & DIRECTORY

Old Address:
City:

A ttention H orsem en!

Date:

State:

Zll>:

New Address:

• T h e o n e r e s o u r c e b o o k th e h o rs e in d u stry w ill u se th e w h o le
y ea r th rou g h .

State:
Zip:
iCitv:
Please check your mailing label for correct address and expiration of subscription.
Please notify of a change immediately, second class mall is not forwarded.
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.

• F u ll o f u sefu l in fo r m a tio n p lu s, this y ea r, a n e w d ir e c t o r y
s e c tio n to h e lp h o r s e m e n fin d an a c c o u n ta n t, b u ild a fe n c e ,
b u y e v e ry th in g fr o m w a sh pails to a tru ck , an d m u c h m o r e .
• M a ile d fr e e to o v e r 2500 o w n e r s an d b r e e d e r s in N e w
E n g la n d .

The Northeast Harness News is published in ten issues (Jan ./F eb. - Mar.
- Apr. - May - June - July - Aug. - Sept. - Oct. - N o v ./D e c.) for $10.00 per
year by Jean B. Em erson at R .R . 4, Alfred Rd., Biddeford, Me. 04005. Second
class postage paid in Biddeford, Me. U.S.P.S. 747-590. Postm aster send
address changes to: Northeast Harness News, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine,
04072.

• W e in v ite a n y o n e w h o has a sta llion , p r o d u c t o r s e r v ic e to
a d v e rtise w ith us.
• A d rates fr o m $20 to $1 00(P L U S w e w ill d esig n an d lay ou t

D o n ’ t M is s A S in g le I s s u e !

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS

|.
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.................................................

Yes, I am interested in advertising in the new resource book.
Please send more information.
MSBOA YEARBOOK & DIRECTORY

S u b s c r i b e T o d a y . . . $ 1 0 .0 0 p e r y e a r
For those interested in the Standardbred sport who enjoy updated
information, this is your opportunity to tune in on all harness happenings
in the Northeastern sector. Ten inform ative issues per year!
Keep abreast of the racing com m unity news for a reasonable fee.
Renewals and initial subscriptions will be w elcom ed im m ediately.
Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News
New.

.R enew ---------- Print Mailing Address

I NAM E:.

CHECK N UM BER:.
CHECK D ATE:

! J NAME

1

| J STREET
i :
i *
I 5 CITY
] !
1 5 TELEPHONE

STATE

ZIP

ADDRESS:.
.Z IP :.

j

Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072

Send this Form to: MSBOA, Sec/Tres., Jean H. Childs, 350 E. Bridge St., Westbrook,
ME 04092
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The Maine Stakes Eligible Trotting Stallion

SPRINGFEST *. **»
Congratulates his first crop of Maine Stakes eligible trotters....
Terrise Ann - Stakes w inner

G .M .’s Spring - Stakes w inner

R ace M e M iracle - Stakes placed
F r o m fo u r liv in g fo a ls th e se th r e e fillie s c o n fir m th e p r e m is e th a t...

SPRINGFEST IS BEST!

f iy-'-r r -

H

WTJ&
SPRINGFEST wins as a two year old in fc03 it Freehold Raceway.

SPR IN G F E ST stands at the D U P U IS FA R M Buxton R d., Saco, M aine.
L y n n M a r ie S m ith , F a r m M a n a g e r
T e l. 207-284-4726

FOR SALE
Splendid Standard Farm
Custom Designed and Constructed with the Horseman and Horse In Mind
Berry Stables of Ellsworth is Now Available. Reduced to $295,000.
F e a t u r in g :

• 8 sta ll b a rn — 1000 b a le s to r a g e .
• C lo s e t o B a n g o r R a c e w a y .

• 14 a c r e s w ith fe n c e d p a d d o c k s .
• R e g u la t io n tra in in g tra ck .

Also Includes Lovely R anch Style H om e.
F e a tu r in g :
Y o r k t o w n k itc h e n , V e r m o n t slate flo o r s , la rg e fir e p la c e , s o lid
o a k tr im , w h ir lp o o l b a th , ta s te fu l d r a p e r y , t w o fu ll b a th s, d ry
u s e a b le fu ll b a s e m e n t, la rg e d e c k , t w o -c a r g a ra g e, tra ile r p a d ,
la n d s c a p in g a n d m u c h m o r e . R e a lly n ic e !

135 High Street
Ellsworth HE 0A605
(207) 667-7557

lil

A M EM BER O f TH E
[Y l
SE A R S H N A N C U l NETW OW K

C O L D tU eU .
BAN KjSR □

FULL SAIL REALTY

tSt

SE R V IN G T H E PR O FE S S IO N A L R E A L ESTA TE
NEED S OF D O W N E A S T M A IN E
S
m
.
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Broodmare Profile:
She’s My Freight
By JEAN EMERSON
Back in 1980, when the Spectator fillv,
Tryst Spectator did not make the
She’s My Doll 2:06.2, was bred to A.B.C. races as a two year old due to a virus.
Freight 1:56.3, the far reaching implica She was jogged off the farm in Ver
tions affecting Maine racing were not mont, over the back roads, during the
envisioned.
summer, then Glenn Delitetsky took her
The resulting filly, She’s My Freight to Lewiston for a few weeks in the fall.
was, without question, a disappoint Early this year she went into serious
ment to the breeder. Breaking tradition training and became “ the talk of the
and pacing instead of trotting, she town” when Leigh Fitch qualified her at
ended her racing career with a mark of Scarborough Downs in July. She
2:10.4 and $2,359 in earnings.
presently leads the Three Year Old
Marilyn Branagan, mentor of Cead Trotting Division with 312 points toward
Mile Failte Farm in Greene, Maine the final on Oct. 14th.
bought the mare at Lewiston Raceway
The ongoing saga continues as She’s
from Frank Hiscock and bred her to A Freight, is also the dam of the
Keystone Tryst in 1985, the in-foal mare respectable two year old trotter, Wit’s
was then sold to Norman Dumond Big Guy by the Lavish Acres trotter,
employed at the time by the farm. The Witsend’s Tribute. This juvenile im
first foal. Tryst Spectator, a filly, proves with every start. Owned by the
encountered tough luck from the begin Willy Mabit stable, a group of Southern
ning, as she had vision in only the left Maine business men, ana trained by
eye.
David Crochere, the colt now has
Dumond announced that the filly was earned nearly $3,000 racing in the Maine
for sale and promptly sent the dam to Stakes.
the court of Witsend’s Tribute at Lavish
The next in line, Railroad Lady, a
Acres. Dumond soon lost interest in the filly by Springfest (Maine’s leading trot
breeding business and sold the in-foal sire of 1989 two year olds) is a yearling.
mare to Charles Kelley of Bowdoin, Her chances look extremely good based
Maine.
on past performance.
Word about the filly with one eye was
She’s A Freight also has a weanling
circulated around the Maine camp, but colt by Springfest, but was not bred
no one seemed interested at the time. back this year due to the lateness of the
Harold Ralph, the owner of Bunny R season.
(now racing in the same division) took
Without a doubt, Chuck Kelley will
the news of this “ for sale” filly to surely have She’s A Freight ready for
Florida. After some convincing Laine the upcoming breeding season in 1990.
Vance, a friend, decided to pay the late All eyes will be focused on the
fee and became the new owner.
Springfest filly when early training
Vance, before retiring to Florida in starts in the fall. She has every right to
1982, owned a construction company in succeed.
Danvill. Vermont. He also served in the
Amazing how the scene can change in
Vermont legislature for a number of this business in a short period of time.
years. This was not his first venture To go full circle, the stallion ABC
into harness racing, as he raised the Freight has been sold to Swedish in
colt, Bucksaw 2:01.3 (out of his mare terests and She’ s A Doll is now in
Betty’s First) trained by Wendell Blake Canada. Perhaps the tip off was her
at Saratoga.
first two foais: Gussie Belle 2:00.3 by
This latest purchase is owned by R.V. Noble Victory in 1978 and Sturdy
Stable, a family enterprise, Laine and Freight 1:57.4 by ABC Freight in 1981.
Eleanor, and their children Robert, Trotters have a way of skipping a
Ross, Russell and Jane.
generation and then coming out strong!

\

Winsong Krystal sports the most impressive record of all the Maine Stakes
performers. Driver: Mark Mosher.

Winsong Krystle Breaks Fourth
Track Record
Winsong Krystle smashed Windsor’s
track record for three year old pacing
fillies in 2:01.3 on a windy, gusty, day
for Marc Mosher and tne Kennebec
Winsong Stables. The spectacular My
Bill Forwood filly added the Windsor
record to those of Union, Presque Isle
and Scarborough Downs. She handles
the three year old filly pacing division
of the Maine Sire Stakes with authority,
challenged only by Mae wood, another
My Bill Forwood, who bested her only
at Bangor but hasn’t been close since.
P.B.^s Nickki (Nevele Pilot) with
Paul Battis was just a tick off the three
year old colt record. He went in 1:59.4
in a very competitive field of colts.
First Class Bill (another My Bill
Forwood) with Walter Case, Jr., ran

completely away from his field in
2:00.4, winning by 23V2 lengths for
owners E.Nickerson of Wayne and
Peter Salley of Greene.
T ryst S p ecta tor, the one-eyed
wonder, repeated in one 3 year—old
trotting division while Chinbro Green
Win took the other. Ann Alden repeated
and Go Miss Best took her first stakes
win in the 2 year-old filly paces.
Donnybrook King (Case, Jr.) got his
first win for owner Glen Bowden of
Hampden as did Joseph Ridgecrest for
his owner, Carlton Chamberlin of
Sprinevale. Terisse Ann did it again for
Arnold M iles of B iddeford , and
G am ble’ s Rew ard perform ed for
owner/trainer/driver Alton Worth of
Dresden, in the two year old trots.

OCD Study Underway
An epidemiological study of foals
during their first two years of life is
under way to try and learn more about
osteochondrosis (OCD), a disease which
affects the joints in the legs of a horse.
The study is being conducted by UK
researchers with the cooperation and
support of management at Elmendorf
Farm in Lexington, Kv.
Dr. James Rooney, director of UK’s
Gluck Equine Research Center, said the
study involves regular monitoring of
foals’ weight, feed measurements and
medical records. Rooney said, “ We are
trying to get some hard facts about how
this disease actually occurs on the
farms in this area.”
Rooney said this is essential prior to
“ even thinking about any experimental
work.” But he reported two potential
products of the study: Suggestions to

farm management regarding improved
handling techniques and development of
the “ right questions to ask for ex
perimental work.”
The field work is being done by Dr.
Kent Thompson and Amy McClain.
Thompson said the study began Feb. 1
with tne first of this year’ s foais. In all.
40 foals are slated to be included in the
two-year study.
It has long been thought that the
disease is related to how a norse is built
(conformation) and to growth rate. In
addition, the illness has been more often
prevalent in the rear legs of the horse.
But Rooney emphasizes there is no
hard evidence, which he is hopeful
subsequent studies m ay prov id e
towards alleviating a disease producing
lameness in 10% of the entire horse
population.

Arthur & Martha J o w ett’s

TLC FARM
With
Frank & Joyce K elley
R e s t-R e la x a tio n -R e h a b ilit a t io n

Turn Outs-Vet On Call
By The Week Or Month - Very Reasonable
Come Look Us Over
East Lebanon, Maine
Call: 207-457-1443 After 4 P.M.

Tryst Spectator annexes another win for capable teamster, Leigh Fitcli.

Participating in a Media Race at Scarborough Downs on August 27th (1 to r) Bill Green - WCSH TV, Tom Caron - WGME TV, Bud Sawyer - WPOR,
Jim Crocker - WGAN, Jay Burns - Portland Press Herald. Mike Marcello, center, Scarborough Publicity. The winner! Bud Sawyer, Bravo!_____

Please Note!

ON THE RAIL

by PHIL PINES

FOR SALE: Maine Whole Feed Oats for horses. A minimum order of
2 tons priced at $7.00 per 100 pounds delivered most anywhere in Maine
with some freight added for out of state deliveries. Call Arlo McPherson
at 207-425-5252 after 8 p.m.

Notice, Breeders!

H a m m e r in g T h e m D o w n
There was time when it was relatively simple to buy a horse. A little
haggling, look into the horse’s mouth,
examine his teeth, check out his feet,
Make an offer. Horse trading.
Things are a bit more complicated
nowadays. Not at all simple. Knowing
what to do in preparing to buy or sell
at an auction, establishing credit, having knowledge of warranties, insurance,
and when you can take possession of
your new horse: these are just a few of
the things that have taken some of the
fun out of horse trading. But that’ s
called Progress.
However, progress, in this instance,
can be a good thing because horse
trading in the old days could result in
your ending up with something you
hadn’t bargained for: like an old nag
who acted young because he had ginger
or buckshot in his belly, or black shoe
polish hiding his gray hairs. There are
laws now, in most states, to protect
consignors who put their horses up for
sale with an auctioneer. And laws to
protect the buyer from unscrupulous
sellers. Certain sales, however, are
exempt from auction law. They may be
sales held on farms, sales organized by
breed associations, and dispersal sales
held by individual breeders.
If your first experience in horse
trading is in uncharted waters and you
suffer from a severe case of self-doubt,
then maybe you should seek the aid of
a bidding agent. Very often a prospective h orse ow n er w ill brin g a
trainer/driver with him to the auction;
first to examine the horse in question
and, later, to advise on the bidding for
the animal.
Then comes the tender subject of
paying for the horse that was just
hammered down in your name. Unless
you’re an old customer at an auction
you may be required to establish a line
of credit just as you would at any bank,
Time was when a man’s word was his
bond. But that was Time Was. Buying
a horse is pretty much the same as
purchasing a car, a home or any

expensive item. You’ve got to prove you
don’t need the money to borrow it. If
credit is approved you usually have to
pay for the horse within 15 days of the
sale or else the auctioneer can say:
“ Gimme him back!” If you don’t have
a credit line, then you’re required to
com e up with the money (cash,
certified check, traveller’s checks)
within a half hour after the last horse
has left the ring — unless you and the
auctioneer have come up with a better
arrangement.
Before bidding begins the pedigree
reader will give updated information
about the horse’s performance or condition — stuff that may not be found in
the auction catalog. A broodmare may
be announced as “ in foal” or “ in sound
b r e e d in g c o n d it io n ”
and if a
v e t e r in a r ia n in s p e c tio n p r o v e s
otherwise, you can get your money
back.
A minimum starting bid, or “ upset
price” , gets the sale underway. If no
one takes the bid, bring out the next
horse. A consignor can also request his
horse to be “ with reserve” which
means the horse cannot be sold unless
he fetches a certain minimum price,
And if a consignor wants to keep the
price moving, he can participate in the
bidding — actually bid on his own horse,
If he ends up the highest bidder, he’ll
take the horse back to the barn and pay
the auction house the standard percentage for their services,
The auctioneer rules at horse sales,
If there is disagreement between cornpeting bidders, the auctioneer settles it
then and there. When the hammer is
dropped it means the auctioneer has
accepted your bid or offer to buy.
Immediately an attendant will bring
you an Acknowledgment of Purchase to
sign. If you have a horse to sell, major
auction houses, known for their good
reputations and honesty, sure beat the
old fashion methods of horse trading:
looking into their mouths, counting
their teeth, and getting shoe polish all
over your hands.

S en d M a re s - B r e d list to U .S .T .A . - 750 M ic h ig a n A v e .,
C o lu m b u s , O h io 43215 - an d a c o p y a lso to M a in e H a rn ess
R a c in g C o m m is s io n , D e p t, o f A g r ic u ltu r e , S tate H o u s e
S ta tion #28, A u g u sta , M e . 04333. D u e im m e d ia t e ly !

Drawing at M.S.B.O.A. Sale
H a rn ess P a c k a g e - H a rry P ia c o p o lu s
L e a d Shank P a c k a g e - P e r l G e r ry
F r e e B r e e d in g to S p rin g fe st - C h a rle n e B r o g a n
F r e e B r e e d in g to S h e r y l’ s N u m b e r - P a tr ic k L e a v itt

THE TRI-FAIR-CLASSICS
FOR 1989
F a rm in g ton

T o B e C on tested A t
C u m berlan d

F ry e b u rg

E V E N T §1
THE F R Y E B U R G

Sunday
Sunday
Tuesday

Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 3

Pace Four-Year-Olds
At Farmington
At Cumberland
At Fryeburg (Final
Final $5,500 Est.

Nominating Fee $100

$2,500
$2,500
$3,750 Added
No Starting Fee

E V E N T #2
THE CU M BERLAND

Pace Non-Winners $3,500 In 1988
Sept. 18
At Farmington
Sept. 26
At Cumberland
Oct. 3
At Fryeburg (Final)
Final $3,500 Est.
Nominating Fee $50

Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday

$1,700
$1,700
$2,500 Added
No Starting Fee

E V E N T §3
T H E F A R M IN G T O N

Pace Non-Winners $4,500 Lifetime
(Four Year Olds & Under)
Tuesday
Sept. 20
At Farmington
Wednesday Sept. 27
At Cumberland
Wednesday Oct. 4
At Fryeburg
Final $3,500 Est.
Nominating Fee $50

$1,500
$1,500
$2,500
No Starting Fee
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All Work, And No Play For
Roger Meadows, Trackman
By JEAN EMERSON
The racing surface at Scarborough a job well done. This track cost in the
Downs this year was never better. It’s neighborhood of $60,000 confirming the
true that Chuck Coon & Co., did a fact that Sam Butler, was serious about
complete resurfacing job recently, but the horse business.
to hone this strip and get results that
In August of 1985, Roger left the farm
are “ just right” on a daily basis, is no to go to work for Gary Owens in track
small task.
maintenance at Louisville Downs. He
The person responsible for this im also drove the starting car. As a willing
portant procedure is the youthful Roger worker with a good attitude, Meadows
D. Meadows. Born in 1959, in Horse
soon came to the attention of master
Cave, Kentucky, Roger attended local
track builders, Greg and Dan Coon, and
schools and upon completion went to
work for Pipeline Construction Co., in he was on his way.
This y ea r R o g e r w ork ed the
Louisville.
It was here in 1980 that he came in Louisville Downs meet early, left in
contact with Sam Butler, a successful April for the Red Mile where he served
Lousiville businessman who had be on track maintenance and as Assistant
com e interested in breeding and racing Paddock Judge, then accepted the job of
harness horses, Butler found fifty four trackman at Scarborough Downs. He is
acres for sale in New Washington, assisted by the capable Charlie Day, a
Indiana some thirty miles from long time track maintenance employee
Louisville Downs and convinced Roger and Bruce Kilton who is employed by
to become the Farm Manager of “ Two- the track for the summer meet.
Meadows works in conjunction with
Step Trotters and Pacers’ .
Sam Butler didn’t waste time, as he Rick Lease, Groundskeeper-intendant,
put the plan in action by attending the as they share equipment. He has a
major sales at the Meadowlands, pickup truck, two water trucks, a
Florida and Kentucky and purchased a narrow and a grader in daily use.
complete stable of horses for racing and Stonedust from Bluerock is spread
twice a week.
breeding.
The daily preparation begins at 8:00
As there was only a house on the
recently purchased property, Roger set a.m. as the track is watered and
out to build a training facility. He harrowed. Grading is done in the
started by constructing a 125' x 60' barn afternoon. It may vary slightly, but the
with one end that contained a hot aim is for a 1V2 inch cushion. The track
walker and treadmill. There was also is also worked during the evening races,
an area for broodmares, plus foaling plus the qualifiers. The mile training
stalls. A regulation half mile training track is worked daily and graded twice
track was planned with the help of Gary a week. The goal as Roger states, “ is
Owens trackman and starter at for sound horses and fast m iles.”
Louisville.
When the Scarborough meet closes
After blueprints were drawn up and Meadows will work for Coon & Co., at
surveying was complete, Meadows and the Red Mile during Grand Circuit week
Owens built a clay track, with a fifty and then this year he’ll venture south
two roadrock base and eight inches of for “ fun in the sun” at Pompano
stone dust. It had the proper elevation Training Track.
and good drainage. The first horse
Our thanks, Roger, for a job well
trained there went in 2:04.3, witness to done this season!

Tahoe Lobell looks to be one of the top contenders in the upcoming “ Best Horse
In Maine Invitational.”

Best Horse In Maine Preview
By K. C.
A wide-open event is shaping up for
the Best Horse in Maine Invitational, to
be held at the Downs on Sunday
afternoon, September 17. The eight top
point-earners in winners-over events
throughout the season will have
garnered a spot in the final.
Tahoe Lobell. driven by Jim Hardy
for owners Gail and Kenneth Rollins of
Georgetown, Massachusetts, rates as a
slight favorite based on his August
performances. The five-year-old son of
Icarus Lobell. Tahoe Lobell started
slowly in 1989, finishing fifth in his first
two starts, then chalking up back-toback second-place finishes. After taking
a week off, nowever, he came back in
impressive fashion, easing past Race
Me Sandy in the stretch to take a
winners-over in 1:58.4 over a track
officially listed as good. He continued to
impress one week later, on August 20,
when he overpowered a top-class field
of six to win in 1:58.3 on another good
track which had been dampened by a
heavy rain earlier in the day. Tahoe
Lobell emerged as Maine’s top pacer
around this time last year, and he
appears to be peaking for the race.
Not to be discounted is Walter Case,
Jr.’s Delightful Pal. who has re
discovered his youth this summer at the
age of nine. Delightful Pal holds the
meet’s third fastest mile to date—a
1:57.3 drawing away score on June 18.
He has won five winners-over events to
date this meet, and has shown equal
ability to race on the front end and from
behind. Finally, given Casey’s driving
prowess, he surely will get the most out
of his horse.
Roland Mallar and Mr. Dow Jones,
like Tahoe Lobell. emerged as con
tenders with a strong August of racing.
Known for his front speed, Mr. Dow
Jones performed well here in June, but
tailed off some during July as he

JOHNSON
consistently faced a sharp Delightful
Pal. He came on, however, after a brief
stop in bottom—class w inners-over,
registering a second-place mile to Jig
ger Of Gin, and then notching con
secutive sub-2:00 victories, including a
1:59.3 score in which he held off Tahoe
Lobell.
Laser Throckmorton all but sealed
himself a spot in the big race with an
impressive performance on President’s
Pace day in the co-feature. Teamed that
afternoon by Jim Hardy, Laser
Throckmorton got down to the quarter
in 27.4, relaxed to three-quarters in
1:28.4, and then held off a furious
change by Sinamon’s Son in the stretch.
With Hardy likely to drive Tahoe Lobell
amd Dave Ingrahm committed to
Bret’s Caliber, Laser Throckmorton
will be handled by a new teamster for
the event.
A number of other winners-over
pacers also appear factors for the
winners’ share of the purse. Sinamon’s
Son will need some luck to get in the
finals, as he stands tenth in the stand
ings after September 3. His 1:58.1 win
on July 2 stands as testimony to his
speed. Bret’s Caliber, Doc Pease’s
perennial top-class pacer, also stands a
ood shot to make the finals based on
is recent 1:58.4 victory. Finally, since
the point system does not discern
between top-class and bottom-class
winners-over fields, several winnersover pacers who have raced primarily
in the bottom classes have a chance at
the final and thus the rich purse. The
list includes Anthony Brannigan’s
Jockey Shorts, holder of a 1:59.3
seasonal mark, Maralyn Branagan’s
Sheryl’s Number, always tough on this
circuit with his grinding speed, Don
Richards’ Rebel Wil and Ray Sawyer’s
Secret Encounter.

F or Sale

ROCK CANDY MT.
T h ir te e n y e a r o ld p a cin g b r o o d m a r e 100% p r o d u c e r .
D a m o f : C ra n e H ill Ita lia — $ 6 1 ,0 0 0 + an d C ir c le ’ s G a m b le r
— $ 5 4 ,0 0 0 + . P e r f e c t M a in e Stakes b r e e d in g p r o s p e c t .
Trackman, Roger Meadows, has been dedicated to the task of keeping the
Scarborough oval in superb condition throughout the season.

C o n ta c t: K e n n e th O rr at 203-887-2055.
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Harness Profile: Richard J. Kane
R ace Secretary - Scarborough D ow ns

Old Tavern Farm
offers

HORSES FOR SALE
Broodm are:
LULA H ANOVER br.m. 1976 by Tar H eel out
of Lustrous Hanover. D ue to Brand N ew F ella
- March 1990. - Price: $10,000.
Yearling:
GET TH E CASH b.c. 1988 by Morning Breeze
out of Lula Hanover. Broke and jogging.
PR ICE: $7,500.

Weanling:
U N N A M E D b.c., born January 1989. By Brand
N ew F ella out of Lula Hanover.
PR ICE: $3,500.

Broodm are:
OOPS A DAISY ch.m . 1982 by Storm D am age
out of Ata Happy Oop by M ost Happy F ella.
D ue to M orning B reeze - February 1990.
PR ICE: $2,500.
Yearling:
T A V E R N ’S B A N SH E E b.c. 1988 by M oney
Supply out of Oops A Daisy. Broke and jogging.
PR ICE: $2,500.

Weanling:
T A V E R N ’S OVERDRAW N b.c. born March
1989. By M oney Supply out of Oops A D aisy.
PR IC E: $2,500.

Call: Bill Dunn at Tel. 508-876-9026

OLD TAVERN FARM
Box 526
Brookfield, Mass. 01506

Rick Kane, Scarborough Race Secretary, works at filling races competitively,
no small task this time of year.
By JEAN B. EMERSON
Rick Kane, was born in Hancock,
N.Y. in 1952, the fourth child of Steve
and Eleanor Kane. The family, which
also in clu d es Steve J r ., sister,
Margaret, and brother, Bobby, lived in
Lakewood, Pa. just across the N.Y.
border on a dairy farm.
Rick attended local schools and
helped out on the family farm. In 1960
brother, Bobby, started on the New
York/Pa. Fair circuit. He broadened
out to Monticello, Green Mt., and in 1966
he had “ most wins” at Georgetown,
Delaware. Steve Jr., presently at
Pocono Downs, was also harness racing
inclined early on. From this family
involvement, Rick garnered racing in
dustry background while in his early
teens.
In 1968 the family moved to Hinsdale,
N.H. Rick completed high school and in
1971 worked in the racing office at
Hinsdale under the tutelage of the late
Norm Robinson.
That fall, Kane attended Grahm Jr.
College in Boston majoring in T.V.
P rodu ction . He b e ca m e G eneral
Manager of the college T.V. station and
during his senior year he wrote,
produced, and directed two original
dramas. In a final achievement cer
emony Rick received awards for Best
Producer and Director. He was a
member of the Broadcast Honor Society
maintaining Dean’s List throughout,
and was also a student member of the
National Academy of T.V. Arts and
Sciences
It was at the end of his Senior year
in 1973, that tragedy struck, as brother
Bobbie succumbed in a boating accident
on the Connecticut River. This was the
family’s second bout with death, as
sister, Margaret, had passed away at
age 12 after contacting pneumonia.
Bobby Kane, at the time only 31 years
old, had climbed from obscurity to one
of New England’s most promising
teamsters. Among others, he drove An
Riatas, top 3 yr. oid New England pacer
and Hinsdale’s Pacer of the Year,
trained by his father Steve.
Rick, who had been planning to get a
T.V. job in Boston toward a possible
film making career, returned im
mediately to the family in Hinsdale. He
started working in the Hinsdale racing
office, horses in the summer and dogs
in the winter, until the fall of 1976 when
he secured a publicity job. In the spring
of ’77 he was offered the assistant Race

Secretary’s job at Rockingham. Thus
began a serious career in racing.
That summer it was Pocono Downs,
then back to the Rock. This continued
with Dan Septulka in the post of
secretary with Kane assisting. Karl
Janotta took over in the racing office at
Rockingham, after Rick left for Mon
ticello. (Thus are racing secretaries
bom ).
After the spring meet at Monticello in
1980 Rick filled in that fall as equipment
man in the paddock at Pompano Park
and also served in the racing office and
program department. He completed the
season assisting Secretary, Bruce Munn
at Monticello Raceway.
It was in April of 1983 that Kane was
contacted by Elliot Tracey who needed
a Paddock Judge for Scarborough
Downs. Kane responded and completed
the USTA officials school at Lewiston
Raceway. He finished that meet as
Race Secretary. This was the year
Maine had the first two 2:00 miles on
one program: Ideal Wilco 1:57.3 and
The Andover Story 1:59.
It was back to Hinsdale that fall
where the chain was broken. A
restaurant across the river in Brattleboro failed, and with a partner Rick
urchased the property, reopening as
le bar “ Cheers.” He sold out in April
of ’85 and after a trip to California
returned to assist in the Hinsdale racing
office at the time Tom Shehan was the
eneral manager. Hinsdale closed after
le Gold Cup race in the fall of ’85, and
Kane served stints at Foxboro, Bran
dywine and finally came in to complete
tne end of the season as Race Secretary
at Scarborough Downs in 1988.
As expected, Kane reopened as Race
Secretary this year at Scarborough
Downs. He comes well qualified from a
background of many facets. His famil:’
has been in the business, he has served
in the paddock and the backstretch, he
has experienced every job in the various
racing offices and survived track closin g s ,
h orse
sh orta g es
and
horsemen/management problems. Ob
viously “ you canT please all the people
all the time,” but Kane manages a
quiet, calmness and attempts to be fair
in every instance. He has weathered
many storms and still keeps a sense of
humor. He has won his stripes! At this
point in his career he has many options,
it is hoped that we can hold on to young
people of this caliber. Take note, ladies,
he’s still single!

S
g
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Follow The Crowd To
Rochester, New Hampshire To The...

114th
ROCHESTER FAIR
A New England Tradition
Where The Horseman Is § 1....
Beginning Thursday, Sept. 14th thru Sunday, Sept. 24th
Featuring The A rea’s Top Trotters & Pacers
P o s t T im e - W e e k d a y s 7 :4 5 P .M .
S u n d ay 1 :3 0 P .M .
D o u b le h e a d e r s b o th S atu rdays

ROCHESTER FAIR
G reet Old Friends,
M eet N ew Friends!
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M.S.B.O.A. Sale Results

M.S.B.O.A. News

Septem ber 9th Scarborough D ow ns

By JEAN CHILDS
The Annual Meeting has been set for
Saturday, January 6, 1990, at the
Ramada Inn, Lewiston. Details to
follow. Mark your calendar now.
M.S.B.O.A. will conduct a seminar on
how to go about choosing the proper
procedure to find a good breeding
prospect for your mare. This will take
place in November. Further notices will
be sent.
The Royal Stallion Stakes are set for
September and October. The 2 year old
trotters will race at the meadows, 10/8.
The 2 year old pacers, 3 year trotters
and pacers will all race at Saratoga on
9/28-30. A contract has been signed with
Saratoga for 1990 to have all races held
there, according to Brian Maloney.
These arrangements are for Stakes 1, 2
and 3. Stake #4 has been changed so that
yearling nominations normally due in
August will be due Dec. 31st, as will the
stallion registrations for Stakes #5. For
further information, call Brian at
717-343-5902.
The New England Sulky Cham
pionship has been expanded to include
stallions and their offspring in all six
New England states. Registration of
mares for this stake must be received
by Sept. 15. For a copy of the new
conditions, refer to Northeast Harness
News ad or contact Bob Ferland, Box
799, Berwick, Me. 03901.
Henry Jackson, Stakes Coordinator
reports after his first few months in
operation, that the decrease in overall
handle will adversely impact stakes
purses. He reported on the formation of
a committee to study a 4 year old stakes
program and listed the participating
members: G. Smith & R. Sanborn,
M.S.B.O.A.; Bert Fernald & Jean
B ry ar, M .H .H .A .; C harles Day,
Lewiston, Sal DiMario, Scarborough,
Owen B u tler, B an gor, M aitland
Richardson, Skowhegan, Fairs; Dave
Crochere, horseman; and John Aliberti,

SIRE/DAM

SILENT GEORGE
(Silent SKipper-J.M. Vesper)
Ray Ireland
TAX DEDUCTABLE (Springfest-Taxette)
Lynn Marie Smith
PURSE
THROCKMORTON
(Persuadable-Deviled Egg)
Aaron Tuttle
THE BEAU SHOW
(Startross-Heritage Cindy) 2800
Oscar Scammon
SPRINGTIME
MELODY
(Springfest-Melsong Rainbow)
Lynn Marie Smith
HAVE A HOBBY
(Startross-Mighty Individual)
Rosario Cloutier
MODEL T
(Statross-Romie’s Tuffy)
Richard Duncan
RAJEN CAIN
(Best Jeffrey-Fals Tootsie)
W. McKenzie& D. Hartley
PERSUADABLE GIRL(Persuadable-Free As A Breeze)
LeRoy Turner
MY BILL JEFF
(My Bill Forward-Girl Friday)
Cead Mile Failte Farm
BELLE OF HADLEY (Money Supply-Hadley Belle)
Lewis Dunn
DEBBIE JEAN
(Startross-Jinny Forward)
Charles Craig
SUPERB DATE
(II Superbo-Keep Movin)
William Barnes
YOUNG ROMEO
(Money Supply-Knight Whispers)
Earl McLaughlin
LIVELY MADAM
(Money Supply-Lively Anne)
Marion Deslandes
GAELIC LEGEND
(Skip By Night-Lovely’s Miss(
Cead Mile Failte Farm
MY BILL ROGER
(My Bill Forward-Mainstream)
Cead Mile Failte Farm
GAELIC MAGIC
(My Bill Forward-Margie Escort)
Elmer Balard
GAELIC MIDUS
(Skip By Night-Meadow Shinning)
Cead Mile Failte Farm
YOUNG COUNTESS (Copter Lobell-Miss Count Gallon)
Racealong Stable
ROMANO S BEST
(Romano Hanover-Namahana)
Ray Ireland
ROYAL SOCKS
(Royal Reward-Nanette Lothario
Stephen Beal
PERSUASIVE TUNE (Persuadable-Nero’s Sabina)
Ray Ireland
RAVEN MARX
(Skipper Gene Marx-Our Dilly)
W. McKinzie & D. Hartley
SPRINGSIS TRADER (Springfest-Sissy H.)
Jonathan West
PERSUASIVE GATE (Persuadable-Take The Gate)
Elmer Ballard
GAELIC TROUBLE
(Sheryl’s Number-Tourterelle)
Cead Mile Failte Farm
GAELIC ANGEL
(Sheryl’s Number-Arnie’s Annie)
Dana Delisle
YOUNG TREASURE (Charo’s SkipperHarry Paicopolos
Cynthiana Hanover)
GAELIC DEMON
(Tell Me When-Delcrest Barb)
Florence LeClair
MY BILL TROY
(My Bill Forward-Domestic Aide)
Stanley Sclar
GAELIC DREAM
(Sheryl’s Number-Dreamy Susan)
Dana Delisle
SWANZEY BELLE
(W.H. Bothwell-Swanzey Babe)
Carl Rollins
SWANZEY FLYER
(Song Man-Swanzey Lady)
Edric Griffin
LINDA RACER
(Rebel Bret-Dawn Racer)
Don Shaw
PANIC PURCHASE
(Walton Hanover-Donelda Hanover)
Chris Bowden
HONEST LINDA
(Honest Story-H.A. Linda)
Charlene Brogan
BAY STATE GINNY (America ShadowKathleen Wormwood Mountain Georgia)
FLEET GOOSE and
SUCKLING FILLY
(Major Goose-Paul’s Princess)
Jerry Watson
MAINSTREAM
(Fulla Napoleon-Robin’s Princess)
Cead Mile Failte Farm
KEEP MOVIN
(Flamable-Sweet Direct)
Charles Craig
DOMESTIC AIDE and
SUCKLING COLT
(Fulla Napoleon-Tarport Maid)
William Thoms
CHERRIO
(Whata Baron-Tiba)
Stanley Whittemore
J.M. VESPER
(Adios Vic-Armbro Irma)
Sally Fernald
FIRST DIBS
(Niatross-Bret’s Nicki
Peter Beatham
SUPERB MAN
(II Superbo-JM Vesper)
Ray Ireland
FALLON
(Nero-Mainstream)
Cead Mile Failte Farm

PRICE
$1600
2200
1800

1700
850
700
1800
550
6800

1200
800
900
1600
550
2800
6200
1500
2900
1400
2700
2600
3500
3300
2050

general public. The Committee will
meet soon and choose two additional
members, making a 12 member com 
mittee.
The Harness Racing Commission has
scheduled our public hearing on the
proposed rule changes for Thursday,
September 28th in Augusta. Watch the
papers and bulletin boards at the tracks
for time and place. It’s usually at 12:30,
Augusta Civic Center.
The mares-bred list is due at the
Commission office. Remember to listv,
the names and addresses of all owners
of these mares.
P R O B LE M G ETTIN G STAKES
CHECKS? None of the tracks or fairs
has received the stakes allotment from
the Finance Department of the State of
Maine. Up until last week, they were
paying us our full checks. This is an
imposition on them, paying out money
th e y h a v e n ot y e t r e c e i v e d !
Scarborough has sent notices and pay
ments for the track’s share of betting
races but can no longer pay the rest up
front. We must now put on some
pressure to free up the the stakes funds
which belong to the program and are in
the General Fund. The answer to this
problem does not lie with the Race
Commission or the Department of Agri
culture. It is with the Department of
Finance. Get on the phone to your
favorite member of the Legislature, or
the Governor, and ask them to help us
receive the Stakes money. This is ours,
by law, and it’s just the same as a
paycheck. This is action which everyone
in the industry can agree on and
support. We should appreciate what
Scarborough, Bangor, Skowhegan,
Topsham and Union nave done for us.
Let’s help them get paid back!
DO IT NOW! BEING TOLD THAT IT
IS A COMPUTER PROBLEM IS
TOTALLY U NACCEPTABLE. WE
NEED IT NOW, NOT IN NOVEMBER.

1900
1350
2200
1300
2600
8000
2750
625
275
425
1400
350
450
475
825
275
3000
300
850
1800
3200
2500

JINNY FORWOOD
(Isle Of Wight-Debora Joan)
Steve Witham
SWEET TEMPTATION (Most Happy Fella-Las Hadas)
Stan Whittemore
OAK RIDGE SPACI (Laverto Hanover-Red Oaks Fire)
Nancy Barrett
OAK RIDGE ELSIE (Laverto HanoverDon Young
Queen’s Mystery)
BURN Z OIL
(Oil Burner-June Z)
Charles Craig
DELCREST BARB
(Horton Hanover-Gi Gi Tara)
Cead Mile Failte Farm
CLASSIC LACE
(Miles End Steve-Bye’s Lady)
Carleton Chamberlin
CAMDEN
HI LL
FALCON
(Falcon Seelster-Bets Kash)
Harry Badger
CAMDEN HILL KASH (Trusty Dream-Bets Kash)
Gordon Graay
BETS KASH
(Hartack Hanover-All The Better)
Janet Bernard, Agent
ELLIE O’BRIEN
(O’Brien HanoverStephen Witham
Hobby Horse Ellen)
COLD PEPPER
(Cold Comfort-D.I. Surprise)
Donald Young
LILS ROYAL FANCY (Royal Reward-Fancy Beauty)
Howard Small
BRAND NEW McMAN(Brand New Fella-C.S. Cindy)
Ed Gilman
HEGGIE’S RHETT
(Bret Hanover-Gena)
Charles Craig
LOVELY IRIS
(Icarus Lobell-Lovely Anderson)
James George
WIN VELOCITY
(Jolly Roger-Greentree Nadine)
John Reslow Sr.
CATIE ALEXANDRA (Nero-Elaine Barmin)
Patrick Leavitt
CHARLIE’S GREMLIN (Ricci Bold PaysterPerl Gerry
Momentum’s Missy)
PERFECT PRINTOUT(Tyler B-Programmed)
J. Charles Smith

(Horses Out Not Listed)

275
275
350
275
275
1000
275
3200
1900
3200
225
600
1000
900
250
550
500
1300
1300
700
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Monticello Experimenting With
New Duralon Barrier
MONTICELLO — Before too many
more years go by hub rails on the
harness tracks in the United States will
be a thing of the past. The hub railsu su a lly m ade o f w ood though
sometimes made of metal alloys have
been standard features for more than a
century. They are now giving way to
what could be called “ tne Europeani£Qiy -I. Throughout Europe where stanuSBored racing is more popular than
thoroughbred contests, hub rails are
almost not existant.
Monticello Raceway is currently ex
perimenting with a state-of-the-art
replacement for it’s old wooden hub
rail. Being installed now on the training
tack are the styrofoam pylons de
veloped by Cullco Inc. from Detroit
M ichigan. The trea ted pylons styrofoam mixed with resin so they
don’t snap- are being placed 25 -feet
apart around the inside of the track
where the former hub rail was. Each
pylon is three-feet in length and is sunk
one foot in the ground in a metal holding
cup. Approximately 100 are needed to
complete the circumference and are
more noticeable to the onlookers than to
the horses and drivers.
“ If the pylons are close enough
together at the speed the horses and
drivers move-nearly 30 miles per hour
— it will look like a conntinuous rail to
them,” said Chuck Coon, one of the
foremost race track consultants who
introduced the idea to raceway manage
ment.
With the installation on the training
track nearly complete almost everyone
concerned seems that this is the way to
go“ I would say that almost all of the
horsemen I’ve talked to like the duralon
rail.” said John Stubits, president of the
Monticello Harness Horsemen’s As

sociation. It basically keeps the same
barrier as the hub rail and it’s 1000%
safer. Should there be an accident now
a driver has an alternative to just
pulling on the right line hoping to avoid
trouble. With this design he can now
turn left also. Even if you may get
disqualified for leaving the race track
at least you might be able to avoid
serious injury.”
The duralon barrier is now being used
at a few tracks in Canada. According to
Bob Pare, general manager at Three
Rivers in Quebec City it’s what every
track should install.
“ We had some work done on our race
track and along with rebanking our
turns w e’ve installed the duralon bar
rier,” Pare said. “ It’s the best! The
safety factor has all the horsemen
asking why something like this was not
used before.”
The decision to eliminate the hub rail
at Monticello came from general
manager, Carolyn Derlaga.
“ The hub rail on our training track
was in need of refurbishing so when Mr.
Coon told us about the duralon barrier,
we consulted our horsemen and decided
to experiment with it,” Ms. Derlaga
said. f‘ If everything goes as anticipated
we will probably install it on our main
track when we work on it this fall.”
According to track superintendent
Joe DeSimone the idea of no hub rail
can only be a plus.
“ Besides the safety factor the track
will be much easier to maintain,” he
said. “ The drainage will be better
also.”
And what if a moving horse’s sulky
comes in contact with the pylons?
“ Why they’ll just bend and straighten
back up, “ DeSimone said. “ These
seem like a wonderful inven-

The great Kit Lobell. winner of the $350,000 International Trot with trainer/driver
Berndt Lindstedt and groom.

Simulcasts Continue To Spice
Up Downs Racing
By K.C. JOHNSON
Though restricted to the weekends,
simulcasting continued to bring exciting
harness racing to Maine throughout
August. With a relative lack of big races
for the nation’s top pacers, attention
shifted to the trotters and top distaffers,
and the results produced a few
surprises.
American trotters vied for a bid in
the International Trot in the inaugural
edition of the Stars and Striped Trot,
simulcasted from Yonkers on August 5.
In that one, Kit Lobell. runnerup in the
Legislator Trot, received a rated drive
from Berndt Lindstedt and cruised
home in 57.3 to easily take the mile. She
continued her winning ways in the
International ($350,000 purse) one week
later. Scenic Regal and Harold Story
provided the front speed, but faded
when challenged by tne favored Mack
Lobell past the mile in the 1V4 mile
race. Mack Lobell. however, was in
turn passed by Kit Lobell at the head of
the stretch, and she was able to hold off
the late charge of the Danish entry,
Indus, to triumph in 2:31.1. Mack Lobell
gained his revenge, however, the next
week in the $100,000 Challenge Cup, also
contested over the distance of lVi miles.
With V e jo H eiskanen re p la cin g
Campbell. Mack Lobell beat Scenic
Regal to the lead and had little difficul
ty holding off the late charge of Indus,
who finished second in 2:30.3 time,
which equaled the track record for the
gait and distance.
When trotters left the limelight,
three-year-olds stepped in, as the
Downs also simulcasted an elimination
heat of the prestigious Cane Pace.
Topnotcher (Doug Brown), Dancing
Master (John Campbell), and Sandman
Hanover (Herve Filion) all looked im
pressive in taking their elimination

heats, and served as the contenders in
the final. Sandman Hanover sprinted to
the lead, with his stablemate Dancing
Master parking Topnotcher into the
first turn. Topnotcher would spend the
entire mile on the outside, and though
he was able to press Dancing Master
into faster fractions than Filion ob
viously would have preferred, he never
was able to claim the lead. As Top
notcher tired over the backstretch,
Campbell eased Dancing Master off the
rail, and he bolted to the lead past a
fatigued Sandman Hanover in mid
stretch. Topnotcher held third in the ;
mile.
v"
The Downs also brought the lucrative
Breeders crown for aged pacing mares
from Northfield Park in Ohio. With the
late scratch of Dave Wall’s Crystal
Tree, the race turned out as a showcase
for the talents of Armbro Feather, who
has established a position of dominance
in the national ranks of the distaffers.
Teamed by John Kopas, the daughter
from the last crop of Most Happy Fella,
spent the initial naif (in 56.1 on a track
officially listed as sloppy) to the outside
of Anniecrombie before putting her
away past five-eighths. Three-quarters
went in 1:26.2, and when Armbro
Feather was pressed by John Campbell
and Storm Tossed at the seven-eighths,
she accelerated away to an open lengths
victory over Storm Tossed in a sizzling
1:56 flat.
Topnotch pacers did appear on the
August card with the simulcast of the
$75,000 U.S. Pacing Championship from
Yonkers. In a President’s Pace
preview, Runnymede Lobell squared off
against Jaguar Spur and Automatically,
with Yves Filion this time controlling
the tempo with his entry and registering
a 1:57.1 wire-to-wire triumph.

------------------Thanks!-----------------T h e M .S .B .O .A . Sale C o m m it t e e w o u ld lik e to ta k e this
o p p o r tu n ity to than k S ca r b o r o u g h D o w n s fo r th e c o o p e r a t io n
an d a ssista n ce r e c e iv e d d u rin g th e r e c e n t B r e e d e r s S ale.

Owners Please Note!
Trackman, Joe DeSimone, shows the flexibility of the styrofoam pylons.

W ill h a ve sm a ll s ta b le tra in in g an d r a cin g at P o m p a n o this
fa ll. H a ve s p a ce fo r o n e o r tw o h o rse s.
C o n t a c t: C h et E m e r s o n T e l. 207-282-9295 (M u st s e e p a p e r s)
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Bill Fahy ^

Ron Waples, on rail, and Bill Fahy score a double dead heat with Park Avenue Joe and Probe plus their shadows

Driver Profile: Ron Waples
Early in the summer of 1983, so
meone spotted a bumper sticker that
read “ Who’s Ralph Hanover?” Well,
the world soon found out when Ron
Waples won the Little Brown Jug with
the Meadow Skipper colt in 1:55.3.
Born in Toronto, Canada, forty five
years ago, Ron kicked off his career
under the guidance of his cousin Keith
Waples. Launching out on his own, he
first drove in 1966 and won 4,609 races
through last season, accounting for over
$36 million in purses.
This year he has put the frosting on
the cake with a Hambletonian victory
with Park Avenue Joe. Steering Joe to

a dead-heat win with Probe and Bill
Fahy, created one of the most dramatic
Hambletonian finishes ever.
When it comes to thrills, few have
equalled those of Waples. In 1983 alone
he swept the triple crown with Ralph
and just about everything else. There
were victories in the Prix D’Ete, The
Adios, The Queen City Pace and The
Meadowlands Pace.
Waples, who drove No Sex Please in
last year’s March of Dimes Trot, has
won many of the classics in racing and
told the Northeast Harness News last
year in the Jug paddock, “ Winning the

By BOB LOWELL

Little Brown Jug would be an honor for
anybody.”
Waples, who winter trains in Florida,
advises, “ You have to be optimistic.”
However, he qualifies his remarks a bit
adding that sometimes “ hopes and
dreams can go down the drain.”
Waples who has handled a host of
great horses, has been in the bike
behind such notables as Sugarcane
Hanover, Witsend Wizard and Armbro
Dallas. In 1985 he guided Armbro Dallas
to a world’s record 1:52.3 victory over
horse of the year Nihilator in the $800,
Pilgrim Final at Garden State.

Bill Fahy teamed up with a
Bowl colt previously Known as New
Wonder and produced a thrilling stretch
drive matching strides with Park Av
enue Joe right to the Hambletonian
wire. The colt, re-named Probe and
owned by the Lindy Farms of Connecti
cut gave the fans a classic to remember
with a dead heat win in the final.
But Fahy’s talent is no new wonder
in harness racing. Having 229 victories
last year, Fahy is en route to his best
season with 214 wins through August
26th. His previous high was 1987 wnen
he tallied 268 trips to the winners circle.
Having already accounted for $3.8
million in purses this sesson, Fahy’s
lifetime totals add up to $12.8 million.
He has had the distinction of driving
many of the top colts and fillies
nationally in recent seasons. In 1988, he
won the Jugette with Leah Almahurst
as well as victories in the Gaines
Memorial, Adioo Volo, the Review
Stake, Mistletoe Shalee Elimination,
Breeders Filly Stake, Turtle Dove and
the American National with the
Abercrombie filly. Leah accounted for
$600,000 and 13 wins.
Some other top mounts last year were
B.J. Scott, two year old pacing filly
Frilly One, plus he finished second with
Threefold in the final heat of The Little
Brown Jug.
In 1986, he de-throned Mickey
McNichol as Pompano’s leading reinsman in the win column, finished
second in 1987 and in 1988 finished in the
top five. In 1987 he finished atop the win
and earnings categories at Ohio’s Scioto
Downs.

1989 Hambletonian Most Unique of All
The 64th edition of The Hambletonian
was full of surprises, one of them being
Peace Corps’ performance in the first
heat. The Baltic Speed filly coming in
off 17 straight wins, a 1:54.3 training
mile against pacers and a 37-day race
holiday, came up short as the boys paid
her no respect. She trotted a 1:55.1
personal best for John Campbell but had
nothing left at the top of the stretch.
According to Campbell. “ I set all the
fractions the way I wanted and I
thought w e’d have our way, but I knew
at the head of the stretch, she wasn’t
right.”
Peace Corps took the lead just past
a :27.3 first quarter, getting a :30.1
third quarter with DeMilo Hanover
pressing. Probe (Super Bowl-A.C.s
Wonder) was taken three wide by Bill
Fahy and grabbed a three-length lead in
mid-stretch. Park Avenue Joe and
Waples made a strong closing big inside
but came up a head snort. The time was
1:54.3 as Egyptian Gentleman (Lindys
Crown-Egyptian Jody) was third with
Bill O’Donnell. Peace Corps faded to
fifth and Shogun Lobell with Howard
Beissinger was fourth.
In the second heat, trainer Chuck
Sylvester, had Park Avenue Joe racing

with a modified harness. As Classic Air
(Joie De Vie-Airiest) with Jimmy
Takter set the early fractions of :28,
:56.4 and 1:27.1, Park Avenue Joe raced
third over behind a lively Egyptian
Gentleman, until the head of the
stretch, where Waples made his move.
Down the stretch Park Avenue Joe
proved the strongest, easily holding off
a challenge from a rejuvenated Peace
Corps, who made a late charge to finish
a strong second. Shogun Lobell with
Howare Beissinger, got up for third.
Probe broke stride at the 3/4 pole and
finished ninth.
With two winners, the stage was set
for the final confrontation between
Park Avenue Joe and Probe.
You need to win two heats to win the
Hambletonian, and in the most exciting
r a c e -o ff in recen t H am bletonian
memory, Park Avenue Joe and Probe
went toe-to-toe to win that second heat.
Excitement built as Ron Waples and
Park Avenue Joe took the lead, with
Probe and Bill Fahy stalking the leader
through fractions of :29.4, 1:01.3 and
1:33.4. On the final turn Probe made his
move, and the 31,000 fans roared as they
raced like a team through a : 26.3 final
quarter. The lead was exchanged more

than once down the stretch, and when
they hit the wire in 2:00.2, there was no
separating the dead game colts. After
studying two prints of the finish it was
officially a dead heat, with the two colts
both having won two heats! The
Hambletonian Society reached for the
rule book and declared Park Avenue Joe
the winner of the 1989 Hambo, with the
best summary (1-2-1) as compared to
Probe’s (1-9-1). The rule in part reads,
“ A horse must win two heats to be
declared the race winner, and such
horse shall stand first in the summary.”
Frank Antonacci one of the principals
of Lindy Farms of Connecticut, owner
of Probe, has filed an appeal with
respect to The Hambletonian with The
New Jersy Racing Commission, the
U.S.T.A. and the Hambletonian Society
over the announced result of the race.
Probe dead heated with Park Avenue
Joe in the final race off. Both horses
won two heats but Park Avenue Joe was
declared the winner, because of a better
summary record (1-2-1) compared to
(1-9-1). The relevant rule is U.S.T.A.
Rule 20, Section 4 which reads in parts
as follows:

“ Placing system. - If the placing
system is specified in the conditions,
the purse shall be distribtued according
to tne standing of the horses in the
summary. In order to share in the purse
distribution, each horse must complete
the race and compete in each heat to
which he is eligible. A horse must win
two heats to be declared the race
winner and such horse shall stand first
in the summary. In deciding the rank of
the horses other than the race winner,
a horse that has been placed first in one
heat shall be ranked better than any
other horse making a dead heat for first
or any other horse that has been placed
2nd in any number of heats ; a horse that
has been placed 2nd in one heat shall be
ranked better than any other horse that
has been placed 3rd in any number of
heats, etc.; e.g., a horse finishing 3-6
would be ranked ahead of another horse
finishing 4-4. A horse finishing in a dead
heat would be ranked below another
horse finishing in the same position and
not in a dead heat.”
If successful in the appeal. Probe and
Park Avenue Joe would share in first
and second money and would be co
winners.

Recent Maine Breeders Stakes Winners
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GLEEFUL DREAM

Jim Brown

BUNNY R.

Frank Woodbury Jr.

KNOTCH HILL KURT

John Nason

SPEEDY COPY

Mike Graffam

AUNT TOOTS

Rod Cushing

MEDEDITH MY BELLE

Gordon Corey

Dave Ingraham

ANN ALDEN

Mark Mosbe

JOSEPH RIDGECREST

*
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THE MEADOWLANDS
Sum m er M ixed Sale R esults
August 26th & 27th

Little Brown Jug founder, Hank Thompson and harness racings great, Del Miller,
converse in the paddock during the event last year.

The Little Brown Jug
By BOB LOWELL
A trip to the Little Brown Jug is
literally a nostalgic journey back to the
roots of racing. A classic since its
inception in 1946, the Jug, which is
slated for September 21st this year, is
the heart of Delaware, Ohio’s County
Fair.
It has evolved into much more than
iust a harness race. A leg of pacing’s
triple crown, the race has become a sort
of festival. The picturesque fairgrounds
are always be-decked with flowers,
hosted with old-fashioned hospitality,
and raced over a razor-sharp, clay halfmile track.
Over the years, the Jug has become
a synonym for the very Dest in three
year old pacing under the guiding hands
of founder Henry Clay Thompson.
Known better as Hank by" many friends
throughout the industry, Thompson with
Joe Neville nutured the race through its
infancy and saw it grow to classic
status.
With fans flocking through the gates
early on Jug day, which culminates a
week of Grand Circuit action, a news
boy will be circulating through the
throne peddling the Delaware Gazette.
The highlight of the year for the
community, the Little Brown Jug will
be a front page story.
With racing conducted under the
canopy of rural Americana, there is no
fancy clubhouse, no lights, and no allweather track surface. While the
charming and quaint grandstand seats
3,200, many of the 50 thousand fans will
be protected only by umbrellas if it
should rain. In good weather, thousands
sit in stadium seats and lawn chairs
under the Indian summer sun.
Hank Thompson’s son-Tom, who is
new director of racing, once told the
Northeast Harness News, “ We live or
die with the weather.”
The main force behind this ex
traordinary event, Hank Thompson,
who was secretary-treasurer of the
initial Little Brown Jug Society, was
inducted into harness racing’s Hall of
Fame this past summer. In business,
Thompson carried on the family’s
ublisning enterprise which produces
le daily Gazette now headed by son,
Tom.
If the Delaware grounds are a mecca
for dyed-in-the-wool fans who have the
opportunity to talk personally with
o w n e r s , t r a in e r s , d r iv e r s and
caretakers of the horses, then the halfmile oval is hallowed ground for the
horsemen. Immortals raced at the Jug
and it was 1985 when Charlie Day’s

B

Falcom Seelster flew for Tom Harmer
shattering the world’s record with a
1:51 performance in an invitational.
That came the same day the great
Nihilator won the Jug with a final heat
in 1:52.1. Nihilator’s trainer, Erenie
Gaskin from the Haughton Stable, told
the Northeast Harness News that if
Falcon Seelster hadn’t “ come to town”
his charge would have had the new
record.
The Delaware track has a history of
being fast. In 1951, Tar Heel, trained by
Del Miller and driven by Del Cameron,
recorded the first two minute mile in
Jug history. A name still revered in
Ohio by many, the late Curly Smart
alter became the track master and was
responsible for honoring the surface to
perfection.
Smart’s most notable success as a
track supervisor came in 1965 when he
had the track scraped following a 24hour rain. Bret Hanover then went out
and scored a triumph in 1:57 for Frank
Ervin. Incidently, Smart who drove the
first Jug victor Ensign Hanover,
garnered second money with Tuxedo
Hanover.
While Bret Hanover took home
$40,000 as the winners share in 1965, the
Jug developed from a $35,000 dollar
event in 1946 to half a million this year.
There are pacing events with higher
purses, but none have exceeded the
plateau of prestige the Jug has achieved
in the eyes of many. Just ask some of
the top drivers. Herve Filion who once
said that they even close the banks in
Delaware on Jug day, says, “ It’s an
honor just to parade a horse in The
Little Brown Jug.”
Dick Stillings told us last year, “ I get
the cold chins when they play that
music.” And Ben Webster, “ The others
don’t mean as much as right here.”
The top contenders for this season’s
44th renaitious include Totally Ruth
less, Kentucky Spur and Raaue Bogart.
The New England-owned eligible,
Chernobly, who belongs to Donald
Schultze of Dover, N.H., as of August
29th had not raced since July 14th
according to the U.S.T.A. Chernobyl
sports a record of 1:54 and has earned
$135,000 this year.
In racing there isn’t anything quite
like the Jug. It’s a great race and
Delaware, Onio is a great place to be
if one wants to eye-witness racing at its
best.
The Little Brown Jug is a monument
that comes alive the third Thursday in
September.

(Horses purchased or sold by New Englanders)
COLOR/
NAME
SEX/AGE SIRE/DAM
SIGN OF SPRING
BR. M. 1985 (Storm Damage-Robin Almahurst
Daniel Surprenanl. St. Valentin, Quebec
BRIGHT CROWN
B. M. 1975 (Speedy Crown-Meadow Rachel)
Dr. Alex Savran, Cream Ridge, NJ
TACOMA ALMAHURST B. C. 1986 (Temujin-Bobette Hanover)
J.C. Smith, Sanford, ME
YOU HAVE NO IDEA
B. G. 1986 (Fortune Teller-Madam Paula)
J.C. Smith, Sanford, ME
MCCALL
B. G. 1985 (Niatross-Reba Wave)
Brenda Aldrich, So. Walpole, MA
WEEQUAHIC PARK
B. H. 1984 (McKinzie Almahurst-Chancey Mudlark)
J.C. Smith, Sanford, ME
ACCENT ON ACTION
B. F. 1987 (Walton Hanover-Midnight Whispers)
F. Tambolleo, MA
NOSEY TAMI
B. F. 1987 (Incredible Nevele-Murray Isle)
Stephen DeVincent, Norton, MA
NUKE’S NIGHTMARE
B. F. 1987 (No Nukes-Not Even Close)
Robert L. Blackman, Jr., Lewiston, ME
NEAR PERFECTION
B. C. 1988 (Nearly Perfect-Sweet and Lovable)
Lewis A. Pletcher, Hillboro, NH
LIBERTY LOBELL
B. H. 1986 (Troublemaker-Libretto Hanover)
George & Kathleen E. Merrill. Salem, NH
NOSEY LADY
Ch. F. 1986 (Niles Hanover-Tip Top Lady)
Richard Howard, Biddeford, ME
ROASTED RONNIE
B. C. 1986 (Ralph Hanover-Ashley Almahurst
Shawn M. Burke, Danielson, CT
SEEBER
B. C. 1986 (Andrel-Camatross)
Nicholas Mangiardi, Jr., Lanesboro, MA
BARSTOW HANOVER
B. H. 1985 (Albatross-Barette Hanover)
Louis Guliano, No. Providence, RI
BRENDY LOBELL
B. M. 1985 (No Nukes-Beverly Almahurst)
Alexander Savran, Cream Ridge, NJ
HALLVIEW POWER
Br. G. 1981 (Falcon Almahurst-Cynthiana)
D. Sandra Foley, Fredericton, NB
PRINCE OF KARZ N
Br. G. 1983 (Mercedes-Del Baker)
Elizabeth Bradford, Newport, ME
TOTAL FREEDOM
B. M. 1984 (Freedom Fella-Robra Gesture)
Andrew M. Lyon, Jr., No. Attleboro, MA
PINEHURST BLUE
CHIP
B. H. 1987 (On The Road Again-Pack MyBag)
Nicholas Mangiardi, Jr., Lanesboro, MA
YOUNG BIT
O TROUBLE
B. F. 1987 (Troublemaker-Chin Bit)
Lett’s Farm, Smithfield, RI
YOUNG NOBILITY
B. C. 1987 (Copter Lobell-Merry Maker)
Randy Waples, Rockwood, Ontario

PRICE
$4700
$2500
$700
$3200

$5200
$500
$2100
$4500
$3000
$37000
$4200
$6500
$8000
$71000
$5000
$5500
$3200
$14500
$3000
$8000
$8500

Final Figures At Meadowlands
The amount of money wagered at the
Meadowlands’ recently concluded har
ness meet saw a slight increase over the
same figures for 1988, with an improve
ment of slightly over $1 million, from
$343,354,555 to $344,343,267, a .3% in
crease.
Overall handle, including simulcast
ing, improved 3%, with nearly $424
million bet at the track, an increase of
more than $22 million over 1988. The
harness meet averaged $1,802 million
per night, while the overall handle was
$2.47 million a night.
Attendance at the Meadowlands

declined, with 2.2 million attending
racing, a 5.4% decrease over the 1988
figures of 2.33 million. Average attend
ance for the 191 day meet was H,559,
compared with the 1988 average of
12,218.
Per capita figures show an average of
$156.00 bet by each patron in 1989. The
same figure in 1988 was $147.10. The
current figure reflects a 6% increase.
Both the 1988 and the 1989 meet were
comprised of 191 days, with the 1988
meet beginning on January 1 versus a
January 7 start for this year’s meet.

OWNERS PLEASE NOTE!
R ace Your H orses W here The M oney Is....
N ew York & N ew Jersey
• E x c e lle n t C are
• R e a s o n a b le R a te s
• S u c ce s s fu l S ta b le
• T o p D riv e rs

D on R o y Stable
M e a d o w R u n F a rm

C olts N eck, N .J. 07722
Call T o d a y : T el. 201-462-4717
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420 Yearlings By Many Of The
World's Greatest Stallions Including:
Allwin Steady
Amity Chef
B. G.'s Bunny
Baltic Speed
C a m Fella
Direct Scooter
Distant Thunder
Flak Bait

,5
4
10
1
3
U

18
6

Forrest Skipper
Jo ie De Vie
Landslide
Lim e Time
Lindys Crown
M arauder
M eadow Road
Nearly Perfect

20
7
11
3
8
6
2
3

5
Nero
1
No Nukes
On The Road A gain 2
11
Praised Dignity
5
Precious Fella
Ralph Hanover
6
7
Sansom
9
Seahaw k Hanover

Slapstick
Smartest Rem ark
Sonsam
Storm D am age
T V Yankee
Towners Big G uy
Troublem aker
Walton Hanover

CONSIGNORS SELLING ON SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15TH
AT FREEHOLD RACEWAY
B o x w o o d F a rm
C o lts G a it F a rm
C ra w fo rd F a rm s
D a n G e m a t t F a rm
D r e a m a ir e B lo o d s to c k A g e n c y
E n c h a n te d W illo w s F a rm
F air C h a n c e F a rm

F air W in d s F a rm
H & H S ta b le s
JEFs S ta n d a r d b r e d C o u n tr y C lu b
P re fe rre d E q u in e M a r k e tin g
S to n e g a te S ta n d a r d b r e d F a rm s
L e o W o lf a n d S ons
P. W . Tuny's W o o d s to c k S tu d , In c .

CONSIGNORS SELLING ON SUNDAY, OCTOBER 22ND
AT FREEHOLD RACEWAY
B ra d fo rd B lo o d s to c k A g e n c y
C a m e o Hills F a rm
Wm. C am p
Iro n s to n e S p rin g F a rm
S te v e L is te r A g e n t
K erry F e u k e r- P a g a n o

S. K. S. S ta b le s
U p s tre a m F a rm s
W a ln r id g e F a rm
P. W . Tuny's W o o d s to c k S tu d , In c .
F ra n k P erry

R.W. TULLY'S WOODSTOCK STUD PRESENTS

I

i

a o p e r re s t
North America's Best Attended Yearling Sale

P.W.Tuliys
Woodstock
Stud, Inc.
» *v %

CATALOGS ARE NOW AVAILABLE.
CA LL 914-796-2420.

9
9
7
3
4
15
5
1

\

133

tx :

The 1989 Host Track....

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Congratulates th e....

MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
TWO YEAR OLD FINALISTS.
-

TWO YEAR OLD PACING FILLIES
Ann Alden
Winsong Sapphire
Miss Bristol
Chocky Forwood
Sulmona
Meredith My Belle
Go Miss Best
She’s A Jeannie
(Also Eligible)
Night Tara
Gaelic Nicci

TWO YEAR OLD TROTTERS
Terrise Ann
G.M.’s Spring
Westridge J.K.J.
Gamble’s Reward
Wit’s Big Guy
Aunt Toots
Knotch Hill Kurt
Race The Miracle
(Also Eligible)
Busby’s Echo
Miss Mandi Hayes

TERRISE ANN

Arnold Miles

SCARBOROUGH
D* O 'W * N * S
IM PORTANT RACE DATES
“ B e s t H o r s e In M a in e C h a m p io n s h ip ”
S e p te m b e r 17th
T w o Y e a r O ld M a in e B r e e d e r s Stakes F in a ls
S e p te m b e r 22nd an d 23rd.

TWO YEAR OLD PACING COLTS
Strawman
My Bill Ollie
Joseph Ridgecrest
Donnybrook King
Pine River Mike
My Bill Ali
Ray Gilhooly
Speedy Copy
(Also Eligible)
Ace Of Superstition
Race Me David

